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The practice of customer journey mapping has become more widely 
acknowledged as a critical customer experience tool in recent years, as 
recognition grows of its ability to help organisations differentiate and stand out 
from the competition when used successfully. The best performing brands put 
customer journey mapping at the core of their customer experience strategies, 
enabling them to tailor their businesses around the customer, as opposed to 

‘fitting’ their customers around the business.  

For the most successful organisations, customer journey mapping is not a one-off 
process but an iterative cycle without end. These organisations recognise that journey 
maps are essentially work-in-progress documents that are never ‘finished’, but are 
continually refined to lead the process of change, acknowledging the evolving needs of 

customers at each touchpoint of the end-to-end journey.

In this customer journey mapping white paper we will discuss:

The Key Principles of Customer Journey Mapping

Common Pitfalls of Customer Journey 
Mapping - and How to Avoid Them

How KPMG Nunwood Can Help
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The Key Principles of Customer 
Journey Mapping

Based on far-reaching customer experience research and design work 
across numerous industries, KPMG Nunwood has identified five key 
principles to making customer journey mapping a success:

Customer journey mapping must be aligned to and be a central part of a business’ 
overall customer experience strategy.

It is essential to have only one definition of customer journey mapping and how it is 
applied across an organisation. 

The best customer journey maps bring together the internal view with the customer 
view, to define the single truth of the current or ‘to be’ customer journey. 

A successful customer journey map will become the key framework through 
which customer experience is continuously measured and managed throughout 
the business.

As a result, it forms the basis of ongoing customer focused improvements and 
business transformation. 
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X Attempt to log-on – Due to a lack of interaction, 
customers are forgetting their log on details, resulting in 
frustration when attempting to do so after a long period of 
time
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• My phone has broken / 

stopped working

• My contract has come to 
an end

• I have the need to 
purchase my first mobile 
phone

• My current phone 
doesn’t have the 
capabilities I need

• I want the latest phoneMap Key 
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I  tried to log on to check what I currently got and 
used on my tariff but it kept rejecting my 
password. I’m not surprised though, its two years 
since I last looked!

“ “ I’ve been a customer for 12 years in total, I’ve just 
never left so you would expect I would get some 
decent discounts! It’s ridiculous, they need to look 
after their customers more…

“ “ It was between the Google Nexus and the iPhone and I just 
couldn’t decide so I popped into the store on my lunch break. 
They guy in there was great, he took the time to understand 
what I would used my phone for and gave me some really good 
advice…

“ “
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WHAT DO I CURRENTLY PAY?
WHAT DO I GET FOR MY MONEY?

WHAT ARE MY IMMEDIATE OPTIONS?
WHEN DOES MY CONTRACT END?
CAN I UPGRADE EARLY?

WHAT PHONES ARE OUT THERE? 
HOW MUCH WILL THAT PHONE COST? 
WHICH WILL BE BEST FOR ME? 

HOW MUCH DO I WANT TO SPEND? 
WHAT DO MY FRIENDS / FAMILY HAVE?
WHICH PHONES ARE WELL REVIEWED?

HOW DO THESE PHONES COMPARE? 
WHICH WILL BE THE BEST DEAL? 
SHOULD I BUY NOW? 

DEC IDE

X Lack of tariff discounts – Existing customers are 
disappointed when the tariff they offer is equal to that 
offered to new customers.  Customers expect to be 
rewarded for long term loyalty in the form of preferential 
tariffs
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 Early Upgrade – customers may not expect get the 
option of an early upgrade, therefore, if they do this is 
seen as a moment of delight
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 Send customers an update in the run up to their 
upgrade date with details of their current tariff and 
potential options for changing

 Recognise and thank existing customers for their 
continued loyalty to the brand

 Pro-actively provide a set discount to existing 
customers in recognition of their loyalty

 Train all staff members to:
1. Recognise the customers needs /  phone usage
2. Establish preferred phones /  brands
3. Provide relevant options within the customers budget 
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 Professional, personalised staff – customers have 
recalled staff seeming to act in the best interests of the 
customer and 

X Unable to get offer seen online– Customers 
predominantly do their research for phone and tariff costs 
online but may choose to purchase in-store. When they do 
so they may be told the prices in store are different, 
causing disappointment and wasted time.

When I went in to purchase the phone I knew exactly what I 
wanted so it was just a case of processing the payment. I had 
seen a deal online and there’s always room to negotiate when 
it comes to phone buying…

“ “

• Always match the price /  deals shown online in-store
• Reward existing customers with discount /  reduced monthly 

contract cost

X Lack of offering of support for transferring information 
/  setting up phone – customers who lack confidence with 
their new device look 

I didn’t really know how to use it, it was quite frustrating really. 
The hardest part was transferring things over, it would have 
been really helpful to have some help in the shop when I bought 
the phone…

“ “

• Pro-actively offer assistance with setting up the phone
• Ensure a demo model of the phone is available to show customers at 

point of purchase, how to use the phone



Common Pitfalls of Customer Journey 
Mapping - and How to Avoid Them

Not adhering to these key principles of customer journey mapping gives 
rise to a number of challenges for a business. As such, there are 3 crucial 
elements businesses need to get right to ensure success.

Cross-Business 
Engagement

One of the most common 
pitfalls is for businesses 
without a single customer 
journey framework to have 
a tendency for different 
functions to develop journeys 
in isolation. For example, 
ending up with multiple views 
of the customer journey, 
gaps in understanding and 
ownership, duplications in 
terms of effort and spend, 
and, as a result, often 
inadvertently creating an 
inconsistent and sub-optimal 
customer experience. The 
importance of cross-business 
engagement cannot be 
underestimated in driving the 
successful implementation of 
customer journey mapping. 

Customer Centricity

Businesses risk delivering 
an experience that does not 
fundamentally deliver against 
customer needs if they fail 
to start with the customer’s 
perspective. From designing 
a product or experience, 
through to how they 
communicate and deliver 
the experience, it’s vital that 
it is grounded in genuine 
customer needs. 

There is also a danger in 
making assumptions about 
what your customers’ 
needs look like. Internal 
assumptions and perceptions 
may not be the full picture.  
We’ve found, when validating 
existing journeys with 
customers, the reality is that 
journeys can be more or 
less complex than originally 
perceived, moments of truth 
are often different to those 
envisaged, and ultimately, 
may not be grounded in the 
customers’ language. As 
such, customer validation is 
essential in journey mapping.

Looking at the End-To-
End Journey

Lastly, comes the importance 
of the complete end-to-end 
journey. Looking at the end-to-
end journey allows everyone 
across the organisation to 
understand the role each 
channel plays and the different 
routes customers can take 
to achieve their desired 
outcome. 

Also, by only focusing on 
individual stages / touchpoints 
it can often make it difficult 
to establish the root cause of 
pain points for the customer. 
For instance, if expectations 
are better set at the start of a 
customers’ experience, and 
then continually managed 
along the way, we may be 
able to easily eliminate a pain 
point that is caused later 
in the customer’s journey, 
which would be unlikely to be 
uncovered if the end-to-end 
experience wasn’t considered. 
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How KPMG Nunwood Can Help

KPMG Nunwood’s experience design and customer journey mapping 
practice specialises in the creation of world class customer experiences.  
With services designed to support clients at every step of their journey, each 
element is grounded in a deep understanding of what excellence looks like 
from a customer perspective by:

Showcasing the value that customer journey mapping can bring to your business in 
delivering a superior customer experience.

Embedding a single framework for customer journey mapping that allows 
you to better understand and deliver against your customers’ needs.

Providing the tools and skills you will need to successfully execute a single 
framework and implement customer journey mapping within your business.

Facilitating the customer view – a key part of KPMG Nunwood’s offering is 
focused around primary customer insight and The Six Pillars™ of customer 
experience excellence.

Bringing the customer experience to life through outputs that will 
engage all levels of a business and clearly highlight calls to action 
and areas of opportunity.

Equipping the business to drive change on the back of customer journey mapping 
projects – linking to required action, assigning roles and responsibilities and ensuring 
ownership. Training courses, support materials and toolkits ensure our customers 
become independently able to drive continuous improvement.
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For further information 
or to request a meeting, 

please contact:

Vicki Joshi
Experience Design Director

KPMG Nunwood
E: vicki.joshi@kpmg-nunwood.co.uk

T: +44 (0) 845 372 0101
www.nunwood.com


